The Erasmus Mundus OpSciTech consortium offers very attractive grants to European students who want to do their master study (2 years) in OPTICS abroad. The consortium partners are top-level European universities: TU Delft, Imperial College London, Institut d’Optique Paris, Jena University and Warsaw Polytechnics. The student will spend one year with one of these universities, and the second year with another one.

For the academic year 2011-2012 the normal deadline for application has passed, but because of extraordinary circumstances the number of applications by EU students is very small. Therefore the application deadline for EU students has been extended until Monday 21 February 2011 and further applications by European students are encouraged. Because of this exceptional situation the chances of success might be very favorable for the candidates satisfying the requirements.

For more details see the attached document and the website

http://www.master-optics.eu/

Applications are submitted via the above website and should include
1) CV,
2) letter of motivation,
3) scans of the written pages of your passport containing personal ID information,
4) birth certificate if available and needed,
5) transcripts of marks,
6) English test scores
Note: English test scores are not required for EU students who choose to do the first year in Delft. During the first year, they will have the opportunity to take the English test, if required for the 2nd-year site. (This information is not yet on the website at the time of this writing.)
7) degrees and diplomas,
8) 2 letters of recommendation (to be directly uploaded into your online application file by your referees).